The gap from the opening of your heart in your practice and seeing the fruit in results in your daily life is a very important gap to bridge. We have discussed reflecting upon our challenges and bringing this reflection to the cushion, looking directly with open awareness at our emotions and conflicts. We must create bridges between our practice and our behavior, making changes in our lives. Perhaps we experience love, but it is only half-ripened, and so a little encouragement to manifest that love would be nice. If you can manifest love in your kitchen or your workplace or with colleagues or with your family, if love can manifest in those particular situations where it seems necessary, that will be a practice. It is not a formal practice, but definitely it is a practice, definitely and absolutely. I would give more credit to those places where you are conscious and aware when you are challenged and pushed. There, your spiritual muscles are exercised. When you pay attention to the difficult places and are able to shift them, that is great joy. You can see the areas right in front of your eyes where you have difficulty and see the shifts.

Perhaps through your meditation practice and as you have grown, you have learned to be nice where otherwise you were not. Think of that as a practice, instead of thinking, “I missed my practice, my half-hour of sleepy meditation this morning.” What is the big deal of missing that meditation when you have been kind to somebody in that difficult
situation today? Look at the success of your day rather than the failure of missing a session of practice. It is important to think of this as, "Yes! I am practicing!" The idea of feeling guilty and inadequate because you are not on the cushion doing your silent meditation is not useful.

I’m not saying formal practice is not important. It is. But we expand our notion of practice in order to bring the results into everyday life. If we look closely at our lives, we always have time to practice. We don’t need a half an hour to create problems in our lives. Do we need to sit somewhere quietly thinking in order to create a little extra problem? No, we are able to worry in-between everything. I don’t know anybody who says, "Give me a little more time to worry." Why? Because we can always find that time. First thing in the morning, it is there. I don’t schedule half an hour a day for worry. I can find more than enough time for it! Standing in a line in a post office or in the bank, I can worry. The long line for the security check at the airport is perfect. I can get agitated and manifest my six realms in many places! In terms of the practice, that time is available to practice the virtues and the antidotes. That time becomes wonderful practice as you live your everyday life, conscious and working with the situations of life, and your formal practice supports you to make the changes that benefit you and others.

A Joyful Meditation

An edited excerpt from oral teachings given by Geshe Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, 2005

I sometimes say to people that one of the simplest meditations you can do is: Find a comfortable position, close your eyes and - be joyful.

Of course, anyone can give that advice. It’s nothing mysterious; one does not have to look into a special text to find this.

As well, anyone can do this meditation! And the moment that you do it, you feel the joy. It’s as easy as that. And then, when you do it a few more times, you will be amazed at how easy it is to feel joyful. It’s really so easy! You will be amazed, too, at why you don’t do it more often. You may say, "If it’s that easy, why don’t I do it more often? Why do I, instead, choose the most complicated way that ever existed in the whole universe for finding happiness?"

Somehow, that’s what we end up doing. We try to find the most complicated place, the most complicated person, the most complicated situation in which to look for our happiness. We do that, right?

To experience that joyfulness, it’s not a question of searching for the most complicated ways of finding happiness, rather it’s a question of simply allowing oneself to be joyful.
Offerings

Bringing Practice to Life
Excerpts from the written teachings of modern Buddhist masters

From "Fearless Simplicity" by Tsoknyi Rinpoche

Wherever you are, whatever you are going through, whatever the setting, practice right there. When you go see the doctor and sit in the waiting room, practice right there. If you have an interview with Tsoknyi Rinpoche and are waiting in line, practice there. When you are on the telephone and get put on hold, practice then. If you are in rigpa when they finally say hello, you can immediately reply – but if you are in stupidity meditation they will think no one is there and hang up on you. Wherever you are, practice. When you go back home, do not lie in wait for the right time to practice, because that right time never comes. Please remember that. That is the perseverance we need: to practice on the spot.

From "The Heart Treasure of the Enlightened Ones" by Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche

Whether practicing formally in a session or carrying the practice into the activities of your daily life, you should remember three supreme points applied to the preparation, the substance, and the conclusion of whatever you are doing. The preparation is to wish that what you are about to do may benefit all beings, bringing them happiness and ultimately leading them to enlightenment. The substance is to be fully attentive to what you are doing, without ever taking subject, object, or action as having any true existence. The conclusion is to dedicate to all beings the merit you may have accumulated through your practice or activity. By sealing everything you do with this dedication, you ensure that the merit will ripen into the fruit of Buddhahood both for yourself and for others.

From "The Spirit of Buddhism" by Sogyal Rinpoche

All too often, people will enter the Dharma, but somehow just wait passively for the teachings to come to them. We need to be more active in engaging with the teachings, applying them to ourselves and making a conscious effort to keep them alive. We may hear the teachings, but how little we put them into action! That’s why we need to hear them again and again, so that what we should do becomes so clear that it is almost second nature. Then, through practice, it becomes a natural good habit. Otherwise there’s a huge gulf between what we aspire to and what we are, and our spiritual aspirations leave us behind.

Sources


Five Good Reasons to Feel Joy

Tenzin Rinpoche gave a public talk in Charlottesville a few years ago in which he recommended that we cultivate joy in our hearts and our lives. He suggested to us half-jokingly that if we couldn’t think of a good reason to feel joy, then we could think up a bad reason to feel joy ... but in any case, we should try to allow the joy to arise in us. He later added that the best experience of joy is the kind that requires no reasons at all; but if our conceptual mind creates an obstacle, then it is good to use the conceptual mind to remove the obstacle. For a while I couldn’t think of any good reasons to feel joy, so I thought up some “bad reasons” ... and in time, I discovered that all the bad reasons were actually good ones. I wrote up this list of five good reasons to help me remember.

1. Here, in this lifetime, I have found a heart teacher who is a true lineage master of a precious, ancient tradition that traces its source, in an unbroken line, directly back to Tapihritsa, Tonpa Shenrab, and Kuntu Zangpo. Through my connection with the teacher, the sangha, and the sacred Bön teachings, and through diligent practice, I have a real opportunity in this lifetime to proceed on a true path to enlightenment and to realize my own essence. Through the blessings, this goal is clearly reachable. Gaining confidence in this gives me joy.

2. It is good to feel joy. For most of my life I had assumed that I did not deserve the sheer, unbounded happiness of unconditional joy. But the riches of joy are like mountains of precious gems and gold, hidden in a long-abandoned cave – they belong to no one, and they belong to everyone. They are there for us all, there is an infinite amount to go around. Why not revel in joy?

3. It’s important to feel joy. Joy is one of the four immeasurable qualities of love, joy, equanimity and compassion, each of which is perfected in the very nature of mind, and each of which is a doorway to the center of one’s being. If I close myself off from joy, I close myself off from myself. When I bring more joy into my practice and awareness, all of my practice can bear more fruit. This is why I must set the conditions that allow joy to arise and manifest.

4. If I can’t experience joy myself, how can I help someone else to feel it? By experiencing joy I can benefit others. Benefiting others is good.

5. There are no good reasons to not feel joy.

—Polly Turner

Yongdzin Tenzin Namdak Rinpoche walks to early morning teachings in Kathmandu, Nepal, February, 2005
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UPCOMING RETREATS AT SERENITY RIDGE

To register, contact: ligmincha@aol.com or call 434-977-6161.

DECEMBER 27, 2005–JANUARY 1, 2006
Ngöndro Practice Retreat
Instructor: TBA

Retreat cost (includes meals):
$200 received by Nov. 9; $250 received by Dec. 7;
$275 received after Dec. 7

Information: ligmincha.org/program/sr_teachings/05_ngondro_practice.html

DECEMBER 27, 2005–JANUARY 1, 2006
The Flexible Behavior of Dzogchen
Part Three, Chapter Six of the Chag Tri with Geshe Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche

Retreat cost (includes meals):
$450 received by Dec. 7;
$500 received after Dec. 7.

Information: www.ligmincha.org/program/sr_teachings/05_dzogchen_behavior.html

FEBRUARY 23–26, 2006
Zhiné
Medicine of Tranquility
with Gabriel Rocco

Retreat cost (includes meals):
$200 received by Jan 12;
$250 received by Feb. 2;
$275 received after Feb. 2.

Information: www.ligmincha.org/program/sr_teachings/06_zhine.html

APRIL 19–23, 2006
Sang Chöd
Cultivating life force, personal power, fortune and soul
with Geshe Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche

Retreat cost (includes meals):
$400 rec’d by March 16, 2006,
$450 rec’d by April 6, 2006;
$500 rec’d after April 6, 2006

Information: ligmincha.org/program/sr_teachings/06_sangchod.html
NEW ITEMS AVAILABLE AT LIGMINCHA’S ONLINE STORE

**All New Books on Bön!**

We are very pleased to offer:

**The Complete Collected Works of Menri Yongdzin Lopon Tenzin Namdak Rinpoche.**

This 13-volume set (in Tibetan language only) was compiled and organized by the library at Triten Norbutse Monastery, Kathmandu, Nepal. It was published earlier this year in celebration of Yongdzin Rinpoche’s 80th birthday. Price for individual volumes: $38. Price for the complete set (with a 10% discount): $444.60

**Opening the Door to Bön**

by Nyima Dakpa Rinpoche

Full of practical and explicit instructions, this handbook for Westerners details the outer and inner fundamental Bön practices. Says Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche: “I strongly recommend this excellent guidebook for practitioners and for anyone else who would like a window into the view and practice of Bön. The practices of ngöndro are very important, because they provide the firm, stable foundation one needs for engaging in any of the higher practices of the Bön Buddhist tradition, including dzogchen practice. Readers will benefit from the high level of clarity, depth and detail that Geshe Nyima Dakpa Rinpoche offers regarding all aspects of these wonderful and essential teachings.” Paperback, 130 pages. Price: $15.95.

**Mendrub**

by Marietta Kind

The Mendrub, or medicine, ritual focuses on a communal blessing bestowed by means of medicinal pills that have undergone ceremonial treatment during the 10 days of the ritual. The benefits that can be gained by attending the ceremony and by consuming the consecrated medicine attract a large audience from all over Dolpo. Includes many black and white photos of different aspects of the ritual and ceremony including Geshe Nyima Öser offering the empowerment. This account not only describes the ritual itself, it also gives a clear insight into the daily life of the local society. Softcover, 89 pages. Price: $29.

**The Daily Prayers of Yungdrung Bön**


**Ligmincha’s 2006 Calendar** is still available: *A Time for Change for the Ancient Bön Buddhist Tradition of Tibet.* Photos from the archives of Geshe Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche. Price: $12.95.

**IMPORTANT NOTICE**

Our online store will be closed for shipping between December 7-20. Get your orders in early if you would like to receive them before Christmas!

**TO ORDER**

Contact Sue Davis at: orders@ligminchastore.org, Tel.: 434-220-0060, Toll-free: 866-522-5269.

To view photographs of the new items and for order information, please go to www.ligminchastore.org, click on “search by category” then click on “New Items.”